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Dear Friends, 

this year again between 24th and 25th July 2021 Wurftaubenclub Wiesbaden e. V. invites 
international known shooters to an exciting two-day competition over 200 targets Skeet and 
final of the best six shooters with the highest preliminary results. 

The winner of the final received an additional prize in the amount of 

 1.000 € 

During the whole competition Peter Gombert and his team take care for a varied offer of warm 
and cold food and snacks as well as drinks. 

All information is also published under www.wtc-wiesbaden.de. 

The board of Wurftaubenclub Wiesbaden e. V. wishes all participants two exciting days and 
Good Luck! 
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COMPETITION 200 targets Skeet and final according to the ISSF rules 2021.  
1st Day (125 targets): 
Saturday, 24th July 2021, 9 a.m. 

 2nd Day (75 targets and final): 
Sunday, 25th July 2021, 9 a.m. 

LOCATION: „Wiesbaden Rheinblick“, Weißer Weg 11, 65201 Wiesbaden 

CLASSIFICATION Class grading after 125 targets into classes A, B and C.                                
From 6 Juniors a separate class. 

AWARDS 1st in class A: 800 € 1st in class B: 700 € 1st in class C: 500 € 

 Prize money for the best six shooters in each class. 

 Non-cash prizes for the places 7 bis 10 in each class. 

REGISTRATION: Registration by mail: romig@wtc-wiesbaden.de 

 Enrolment depends on incoming payment of the fee including the name of 
participant by using the following bank account 

 Wurftaubenclub Wiesbaden 
Keyword: GP Skeet 2021 
IBAN: DE26 5105 0015 0100 4054 71 
BIC: NASSDE55XXX 

 Check-In deadline: 24th July 2020, 8.30 a.m. at the competition-
management (without assured participation) 

SQUAD LISTST The squad lists are mandatory and will be published at 22th July , 6 p.m. 
under www.wtc-wiesbaden.de/wettkaempfe/international-
competitions/gp-skeet/. 

ENTRY FEE: Regular 150 €  
Juniors (year of birth till 2001): 80 € 

TRAINING: Thursday, 22th July from 1 p.m.                                                                     
Friday, 23th July from 9 a.m.    
Fee per round amounts 6 €. 

RULES Regulations published by terms and conditions and attached to the 
invitation applies. 

AMMUNITION: 24 gr. allowed. Free choice. Cheddite ammunition can be bought on good 
terms at the range. 

COMPETITION- 
MANAGEMENT: Fritz Romig, Eugene Schwarz 

HOST: Wurftaubenclub Wiesbaden e.V. 

DIRECTION: www.wtc-wiesbaden.de/unser-verein/anfahrt/ 

HOSPITALITY: At the range by Gombert family 

 

Looking forward to see you  
Wurftaubenclub Wiesbaden e.V. 

The board 
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1. Certificate of the result of a PoC antigen test (Corona rapid test), not older than 24 hours. 

- Proof of vaccination (for BionTech, Moderna and AstraZeneca: two vaccination entries, second entry must be at 
least 14 days old; for Johnson & Johnson: 1 vaccination entry, this must also be at least 14 days old). 

- A convalescent certificate. You are considered to have recovered if you have tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 
within the last 6 months by PCR, PoC-PCR or other nucleic acid detection and the test result was at least 28 days 
ago.  

If your test date is more than 6 months ago, you are no longer considered a recovered person for the purposes of 
the Regulation. 

 

2. Participation is restricted to shooters with a valid permission to bear arms and own weapons as well as members of 
Wurftaubenclub Wiesbaden. The management decides in cases of doubt. 

3. Participants born till year 2001 counting as Juniors. 

4. With registration and participation, the participant confirms that he took note of the information about data 
protection and acknowledges each valid version. Information about data protection are published under www.wtc-
wiesbaden.de/Einladungen und Ausschreibungen. 

5. Counts of participants is restricted to 72 shooters. 

6. Participation to the competition requires the prior money transfer of the entry fee into the denoted account. In 
cases of doubt the time of receipt of a payment decides about the participation.  

7. In case that the number of registrations overruns the maximum counts of participations candidates will be enlisted 
on a waiting list. Shooters can only succeed when they are present at the range on the first competition day at 
8.30 a.m. and report at the competition-management after request. Time of registration decides about the order on 
the waiting list. 

8. Refund of entry fee is only possible when the start can be given to another participant. In that case the refund is 
limited to the amount of the entry fee of the successive shooter. 

9. Each participant ensures adequately insurance by personal responsibility. 

10. Requirements denoted by the invitation are mandatory. 

11. Competition will be carried out by the rules of DSB and ISSF 2021. 

12. Published Squad lists including starting times are mandatory. Shooters not present at the relative range at the 
starting of a squad can be excluded from that run. There is no claim for catching up. 

13. In case of protest referee decisions, a jury out of three experienced shooters will be formed by the management. 
The protest charge amounts 100 € to pay by the shooter. There will be no refund when protest remains without 
success. 

14. The awards will be paid out by the end of the competition. In case of absence and without representative 
announced to the management the awards decayed. 
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